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CASE STUDY            Company Profile
PGL provides intelligent supply 
chain solutions that go beyond 
3PL for virtually all key industry 
sectors, including:

Aerospace
E-Commerce
Government    
High Tech
Hospitality
Industrials
Oil & Gas
Pharma & Healthcare
Trade Show
Retail

PGL

In April 2017, Flowserve decided to 
close one of its factories in Boston, 
Massachusetts and move it holdings 
to a suburb of Mexico City.

The Boston holdings included over 18 
tons of equipment that Flowserve 
needed to relocate across the border.

“PGL is, and continues to be, an outstanding partner for 
Flowserve. They are not just a transportation company, but 
are problem solvers and offer excellent solutions. They go 
above and beyond to add value where it is needed which is a 
unique quality in today’s market place.” 
Rob Lewin
Director of Global Logistics



How a Moving Project Runs Smoothly and Inexpensively

THE OPPORTUNITY

The global economy has created an environment 
where hard decisions have to be made to keep 
a company profitable and competitive. These 
decisions require turn-key solutions that move 
at the speed of an executive decision.

Such was the case in April 2017, when Flowserve 
decided to close one of its factories in Boston, 
MA and move its holdings to a suburb of 
Mexico City.  

As part of the move, large and heavy CNC 
machines required transport, which naturally 
necessitated a high degree of planning sophisti-
cation, and the ability to execute flawlessly. THE OUTCOME

Over nine-weeks went into the planning, 
delivery and assembly process, and the 
machines arrived fully functional. 

The entire trucking and reassembly project 
only took two-and-a-half weeks, guaranteeing 
that the Flowserve manufacturing equipment 
was off-line for as short a peroid of time as 
possible.

Considering a transport job of this complexity, 
distance and difficulty, few organizations 
would be willing to burden themselves with 
full liability. 

PGL accepted all liability and worked closely 
with 6 different parties to ensure the move 
was completed with 100% success and 
satisfaction.

THE EXECUTION

Flowserve budgeted approximately $125,000 
for the transport of their equipment, which 
also eliminating the need for a significant 
outlay of cash for a new CNC machine.  

The location transfer was a complex arrange-
ment. PGL located engineers who could 
dismantle these valuable CNC machines in 
their original Boston location. 

The machinery was broken down, rigged for 
loading via crane, braced on multiple trucks, 
and housed in a facility with a wide-enough 
doorway to accommodate its size. PGL 
simultaneously found a trusted vendor to 
manufacture the professional protective

wrapping needed for transport, which protected 
the machine from the elements throughout 
the haul.  

To ensure seamless crossing at the border, PGL 
sent a truckload division manager to the 
Laredo border crossing.  

Once the trucks were cleared to cross, PGL 
flew the engineers to Mexico to ensure that 
the very same team, which had disassembled 
the equipment, was on-site to reassemble it 
in the new location.
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